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Abstract 

We present a new interactive multiobjective linear programming algorithm that is based on one variant of 
Karmarkar’s algorithm known as the path-following primal-dual algorithm. The modification of this single-objective 
linear programming algorithm to the multiobjective case is done by deriving an approximate gradient to the 
implicitly-known utility function. By interacting with the decision maker, locally-relevant preference information are 
elicited and the approximated gradient can therefore be continuously updated. The interior step direction is then 
generated by projecting the approximate gradient and taking an interior step from the current iterate to the new one 
along this projection. 

Keywords: Multiobjective Linear Programming (MOLP); Multicriteria optimization; path-following primal-dual 
algorithm; interior-point algorithms 

1. Introduction 

We present a new interactive multiobjective 
linear programming algorithm (MOLP) that is 
based on one variant of Karmarkar’s algorithm 
known as the path-following primal-dual algo- 
rithm. The modification of this single-objective 
linear programming algorithm to the multiobjec- 
tive case is done by deriving an approximate 
gradient to the implicitly-known utility function. 
By interacting with the decision maker (DM), 
locally-relevant preference information are 
elicited and the approximated gradient can, 
therefore, be continuously updated. The interior 
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step direction is generated by projecting this ap- 
proximate gradient and taking an interior step 
from the current iterate to the new one along this 
projection. 

The area of Multicriteria Decision Making 
(MCDM) in general, and that of Multiobjective 
Linear Programming (MOLP) have been very ac- 
tive in recent years (see, e.g., [41, [lo], [12]) which 
resulted in various solution approaches to such 
problems. In limiting our attention to MOLP 
algorithms, it is noticeable that a number of dif- 
ferent approaches were developed over the years. 
While these approaches differ in the way they 
generate their stepping mechanism, they are 
mostly based on the simplex algorithm introduced 
in 1947 by Dantzig. With the introduction of an 
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interior algorithm in 1984 by Karmarkar [51, a 
new class of algorithms became available for lin- 
ear programming problems. Following the origi- 
nal paper with its interior projective algorithm, a 
number of additional variants were reported. The 
use of the so-called affine-scaling primal algo- 
rithm to MOLP problems was reported in 12 and 
31. It is our intention in this paper to present a 
modification of another variant, known as the 
path-following primal-dual algorithm [l, 6-81 to 
linear programming problems with multiple ob- 
jectives. 

The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 
describes the MOLP problem and some of the 
difficulties encountered in attempting its solu- 
tion. Section 3 describes a way to derive an ap- 
proximate gradient of the implicitly-known utility 
function. Section 4 uses this gradient to generate 
the interior search direction and develops our 
proposed algorithm. Section 5 illustrates it 
through an example and Section 6 provides a 
summary and concluding remarks. 

2. Statement of the problem 

A multiobjective linear programming (MOLP) 
problem is described through the following for- 
mulation: 

max CTx 

s.t. Ax=b, 
x > 0, 

(1) 

where A is an m x IZ constraint matrix, C is an 
II x q objective matrix, x E IF!” is the solution 
(decision) vector, and b E R”. A naive approach 
at solving the problem in (1) can be attempted by 
reducing the multiple objective problem to a sin- 
gle objective problem through a scaling operation 
such as shown in (2): 

max ArCTx 

s.t. Ax=b, 
x20, 

(2) 

where A E R9 is supposed to reflect the relative 
importance of the q objectives. This scaling oper- 
ation ignores the fact that the relative importance 
of the various objectives is usually dependent on 

the current solution point in decision space and, 
therefore, changes from one point to another. To 
use scaling coefficients one should derive them in 
a way that is locally-relevant and, therefore, (2) 
with its static set of weights does not represent a 
general valid solution approach to the MOLP 
problem. 

A more realistic representation to the problem 
in (1) is offered by introducing a utility function 
over the range of decision values, u(x). With this 
function, the vector-valued optimization problem 
of (1) can be replaced by the scalar optimization 
problem 

max U(X) (3) 
s.t. Ax=b, 

x20. 
Conceptually, the problem shown in (3) can 

now be solved by using an iterative approach 
where one starts at a feasible point, and steps 
along the gradient of the utility function to the 
next iterate. Unfortunately, the assumption con- 
cerning the availability of the utility function is 
hardly ever justified even in small problems, let 
alone when one considers large-scale MOLP 
problems. The difficulty with this multiobjective 
optimization problem is, therefore, how to obtain 
a solution to the vector-valued optimization prob- 
lem of (3) without actually evaluating the multiat- 
tribute utility function in an explicit manner. 

Many approaches were developed over the last 
20 years to address the MOLP problem of (1). 
Regardless of the specific algorithm, one has to 
provide the means to generate a step that moves 
the current iterate from its present position to 
the next one. When preference for the various 
possible directions is elicited by interacting with 
the Decision Maker, we refer to this class of 
algorithms as an interactive MOLP algorithm. 
Until recently, the stepping mechanism was mostly 
done through the simplex algorithm. With the 
introduction of Karmarkar’s algorithm in 1984 a 
new class of algorithms became available for 
MOLP problem. The use of the affine-scaling 
primal algorithm for such problems was reported 
in I21 and [31. Here we attempt to use another 
interior-point algorithm and a new step genera- 
tion mechanism. 
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Using an interior algorithm for solving MOLP 
problems can be done in more ways than one. 
One class of approaches is offered by considering 
each of the individual cost vectors and use an 
interior algorithm to generate individual step di- 
rection vectors that optimize each of the single 
objectives separately. Then, somehow, use these 
individual step directions to derive a single com- 
bined step along which to move to the next iter- 
ate. We describe this general approach next. 

Letting the objective matrix, C, be written as 

C= [cr, c*,...,c*l, 

we apply the interior algorithm of our choice by 
considering each column of the objective matrix 
separately. That is, we consider 4 single-objective 
problems to generate 4 step direction vectors. 
For example, when using the affine-scaling primal 
algorithm, the step direction vector, dxi, that 
provides the ascent direction for the i-th objec- 
tive given by 

ui = c$, 

is obtained by stepping in the direction of the 
scaled gradient projected on the null space of the 
scaled constraints matrix A. When using the 
path-following primal-dual algorithm, as we pro- 
pose in this paper (see the Appendix for more 
details), the i-th primal problem corresponding to 
the i-th objective vector is given by 

min c:x 

s.t. Ax=b, 

r>o, 

(4) 

and adding the slack variables, its corresponding 
dual problem is given by 

max bTy (5) 

s.t. ATy +zi=ci, 

z’>O, lgi<q. 

For these q pairs of primal and dual problems, 
the set of step direction vectors {axi} is generated 
from 

dx’ = Z;‘w’( jIli) - Z;‘X dz’, 1 G i d q, (6) 

and where 

dy’= -(AZ,‘XAT)-‘AZ,‘w’(CLi), (7) 

dzi = -AT dy’. 
(8) 

The vector wi(Fi> is given through 

wi( pi) = jIie - _XZie, wi( p) E IX”, (9) 
the barrier parameter jZi is fixed through 

pi = aeTAZie/n, (10) 

where 0 <u < 1, and where X and Zi are diago- 
nal IZ X n matrices whose diagonal is composed 
of the respective components of the current iter- 
ates of x and zi (1 Q i Q q). 

Once the set (ax’) (1 Q i ~4) of 4 interior 
step direction vectors for each of the objectives is 
derived, the next question is associated with com- 
bining them somehow to generate an interior 
single step direction vector, dx, along which one 
steps from the current iterate toward the next 
iterate. We refer to this phase as the step genera- 
tion phase. One approach for generating this 
combined step vector is available by using the 
individual step direction vectors in a convex com- 
bination given through 

dx= ihi dx,, (11) 
i=O 

where 

i*i=l, A,>O, (12) 
i=O 

and where the scaling coefficients {hi} are sup- 
posed to reflect the locally-relevant preference 
for each of the directions offered through (axi}. 
Another approach is offered by trying to find an 
approximation to the gradient of the implicitly- 
known utility function and use it to generate the 
interior step direction along which to step to the 
next interior iterate. We discuss this issue next 
and develop it into our proposed algorithm. 

3. Approximate gradients 

The vector-valued optimization problem in (1) 
is ambiguous since usually the objectives are con- 
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flitting and pursuing the optimum with respect to 
each objective will lead to different solutions. 
This ambiguity may be resolved by introducing a 
utility function u(x). This function, defined in 
decision (solution) space, can be replaced by a 
real-valued function U(U) defined over the space 
of objectives. If U(V) was explicitly available we 
could have used the fact that u = CTx (that is, 
ui = C:X where 1 G i G q> to obtain a real-valued 
function U(X) and use is to arrive at the true 
optimal solution vector, x, by solving the non-lin- 
ear optimization problem shown by (3). Since the 
dimension of u is significantly smaller than that 
of x, it is cheaper to elicit preference information 
about U(U) in the objective space, than about 
u(x) in the decision space. Therefore, the prob- 
lem we address in this paper is in the form shown 
by 

max u[u,(x), +(x),...,uJx)] 

s.t. Ax=b, 

X&O, 

(13) 

and where the value of the i-th objective function 
is given through 

ci = CTX. 

To consider the multiobjective optimization 
problem we have to find a way to approximate 
the utility function at the current iterate, and 
take a step in a direction that results in an 
improvement of the value of the objective func- 
tion. Since the utility function depends on the 
objective functions, we have 

u( Ur, Uz,. . .‘L$ = u CTX, c;x,. . .) ( k+) (14) 

and from this, the gradient with respect to the 
solution vector is found as 

au au 
= -CT + . . . + --CT, 

aLI, au, (15) 

which, in matrix form, is written as 

v,u = (V,.u)C’. (16) 

To find the approximate gradient in decision 

space, we have to evaluate the gradient of the 
utility function in the objective space, that is, find 
VW 

Considering each of the q objective functions 
by themselves, results in stepping from the cur- 
rent iterate x0, along q specific step direction 
vectors, dx’, to q end points with their own 
specific values for the q objective functions. Let- 
ting Avij denote the change in the value of the 
i-th objective function that results from stepping 
away from the initial point x,, along the step 
direction vector dxj, the change in the utility 
function, initial point u(x), in stepping from the 
initial point x0 to a set of q new iterates {xj} can 
be approximated through a first order Taylor’s 
expansion as follows: 

au au 
u(x’) = U(Q) + au,& + a~;&, 

au 
+ 

. . . + auA”qlr 
4 

au at4 
u(x’) = u(x,,) + auA~12 + auAu22 

I 2 

au 
+ . . . + ;Avq2, 

4 

au au 
u( x”) = u( x,,) + auAu,, + zAu2q 

I 2 

au + . . . 
+ ~A%7. 

4 

(17) 

In matrix form, these q approximations are writ- 
ten as 

Au = A[u(x)] = (V,u)(AI/), (IS) 

where the i-th component of the vector Au is 
given by 4~‘) - u(xJ, the q-dimensional row 
vector V,u is the gradient of the utility function 
defined by 

(19) 
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and the q X q matrix AV is given by 

Avii Au,, * . . Au,, 1. . . . Av2, AvZ2 ..* 
AV=. . . 

Au,, 

1 . . (20) 

A;,, A;,, . . : A;,, 
1 

From this approximation, the gradient of the 
utility function with respect to the objective vec- 
tor, v, is given through 

V,u = Au(AV)-‘. (21) 
Since the changes in the values of the individual 
objective functions are given by 

Avij = $(x0 + pcuj dx’) - c& 

= pcujcT dx’, (22) 

we can now express the q X q matrix AV directly 
as 

AI’= C=[p a1 dx’, pcu, dx2,. . . ,pcxq dr4], 

(23) 

where (dx’} is the set of q individual step direc- 
tion vectors derived through (6) and where {pai] 
is the set of step sizes used in deriving the set of 
q interior new iterates through 

xi =x0 + pcrj dx’, lgigq. 

With the value of the gradient of the utility 
function in objective space given through (21), we 
now return to the expression of the gradient in 
the solution space. Doing so results in 

V,u = (V,,u)C= Au(AY)-‘CT. (24) 

4. The proposed MOLP algorithm 

In this section we consider the question of 
generating interior search directions and combin- 
ing them into a single step direction vector along 
which we step from the current iterate to the next 
interior iterate. The combined step is derived by 
using the results established in the previous sec- 
tion for the approximated gradient. 

The Taylor’s series approximation of (17) for 

the implicitly-known utility function involves the 
value of the utility function at the current iterate 
x0 as well as the values at the set of q new 

interior iterates {x’]. In the absence of the true 
utility function, these values are unavailable and 
have to be expressed through some proxy mea- 
sures. There is no single best way for doing it and 
we choose here to use the Analytic Hierarchy 
Process (AHP) to assess relative preference for 
the value vectors (vi] associated with the initial 
solution point x0 as well as the q new iterates 
{x’). For details associated with priority deriva- 
tion using the AHP, the reader is referred to [9]. 

To obtain an approximate measure for the 
utility function at the q points of interest we 
proceed as follows. While the value of the utility 
function at the points of interest is unknown, we 
can still evaluate the complete q-dimensional vec- 
tor of objective function values, v’(x’) = C*x’, at 
each of the q points {xi}. Together with the value 
vector at the current iterate, x0, we have infor- 
mation about q + 1 points in objective space 
which we present to the DM in order to obtain a 
measure of relative preference for these end 
points. This step can be done by using the AHP 
and a (q + 1) x (q + 1) comparison matrix that 
provides the relative preference of these points 
through its principal eigenvector. This relative 
preference is used to provide an approximate 
measure for the vector Au used in (18). The 
relation between the priority vector, p, and the 
utility values at the q + 1 interior iterates 
&, Xl,. . * 7 x4} is through the component-wise re- 
lation given by 

ui Pi 
-=- 

uj Pj 

forallO<i<q+l and O<jgq+l. 

This results in the row vector, Au, being approxi- 
mated through 

Au=PAP=P[P,-P,,...,P,-~01 (26) 

for some (yet unknown) scalar p, where pi (i = 

0, 1,. . . ) q} are the priorities of the i-th iterate as 
derived by using the AHP. 

Using the expression for Au as shown in (26) 
we proceed next to derive the approximated gra- 
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dient V,u as shown in the previous section. Once 
the approximate gradient is available, we have to 
generate the next iterate and move from our 
current position given by x0 to a new iterate by 
stepping along a single direction. We next discuss 
how to use our knowledge of the approximated 
gradient to derive this step direction vector. 

Using the approximation for the utility func- 
tion through the approximate gradient, we have 
u(x) = u( x0) + (V,u) dx, (27) 
where dx is the required combined step direction 
vector to be used in making the actual next step. 
The approximate problem for determining dx is 
then given through 
max u( x,,) + (V,u) dx (28) 
s.t. A(x,+dn) =b, 

x>o, 
and since the current iterate, x,,, is feasible, this 
is equivalent to 
max (V,u) dx (29) 
s.t. A dx=O, 

x0 + dx > 0. 

We can use the idea employed in deriving the 
affine-scaling primal algorithm [lo] to find the 
required step direction vector dx. The difference, 
however, is that while in the primal algorithm one 
projects the scaled cost vector, DC, on the null 
space of the scaled constraints matrix, AD, we 
now project that approximated gradient, VXu, in- 
stead. Therefore, the required step direction vec- 
tor, dx, is now obtained from 

dx = D’[ (I’+)’ - AT(AD2AT) -lAD2( V,u)‘] . 
(30) 

Once the combined step vector, dx, is avail- 
able, we perform the ratio test to determine the 
step size, (Y, and take the next interior step ac- 
cording to the updating formula given by 
x=x,+padx, O<p<l. (31) 

Note that by determining the step size, (Y, 
directly through the ratio test that takes us all the 
way to the boundary, we eliminate the need for 
the unknown constant p in (26). 

Summary: An interior path-following primal-dual 
multiobjective linear programming algorithm 

Step 1. Set the iteration counter, k, at k = 0. 
Initialize the solution vectors through a set of 
feasible solution to the primal and dual problem 
x(k) =x0, y’(k) = y& and z’(k) = ~6, where x0 > 
0, Ax, = b, and, in addition, 

A’y;+z;=c; O<i<q. 

Step 2. Define the scaling matrices X and Zi 
(0 G i f q) through 

Step 3. Solve for the set of individual step 
direction vectors {ax’}, {dy’), and {dz’} (0 G i <q) 

X=diag[x,(k), x,(k),...,x,(k)], 

from 

Zi=diag[zf(k), .z~(k),...,z~(~~)], 

where x,(k) and z;(k) are the j-th components 
of the current solution vectors x(k) and z’(k) 
respectively. 

dy'= -(AZ,'XA')-'AZ;'w'(~;), 

dz'= -A* dy', 

dx' = ZzY1&(~i) - Z;'X dz', 

where the vector wi(pi) E R” and the barrier 
parameter, pi, are given through 

wi( Pi) = j+ -AZ+?, 

ci = ae=XZ,e/n, O<a<l. 

Step 4. Derive the set of new iterates (xi}, (~3, 
and {z’) (0 SG i G q) from 

x’(k + 1) =.r(k) +pc~; dx’, 0 <p < 1, 

y’(k + 1) =y’(k) +pa; dy’, 

zi( k + 1) = ti( k) + pa; dzi, 

where the step sizes are found from the ratio 
tests administered through 

' = min 
i 

-x;( k + 1) 
(YP dxj( k + 1) 

: V dxj( k + 1) < 0, 

: V dzj( k + 1) < 0, 

l<j,<n . 
1 
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Step 5. Construct a (q + 1) X (q + 1) compari- 
son matrix for deriving relative preference, p, for 
the current iterate, x(k) and the q new iterates 
{x’(k + 1)). Use th’ IS vector of priorities p, to find 
the q-dimensional vector Au given through 

Au=[P,-P,, P~-P~,...,P~-P~], 

where pi is the i-th component of the (q + l>- 
dimensional vector p. 

5. An illustrative example 

Step 6. Evaluate the value matrix, AV through 

AV=C[p (pi dx’, p(~, dx*, . . . , pa, dx"] . 

Next, find the approximate gradient V, according 
to 

V$ = (V&C= = Ap(AV)=AV-‘. 

Step 7. Find the combined step direction vec- 
tor, dx, and the new iterate, x(k + 0, from 

dx=DZ[(VX~)T-AT(~2~T)-1AD2(Vx~)T], 

where the scaling matrix is defined through 

D=diag[x,(k), x,(k),...,x,(k)]. 

Find the new interior iterate x(k + 1) from 

x=x+pcu dx, O<p < 1, 

where (Y is determined through a ratio test. 

We demonstrate the algorithm proposed in 
this paper through a numerical example. Con- 
sider the MOLP problem given by 
max x1 

max x2 

s.t. xi + 5X, d 41, 

2x, +3x, < 33, 

4x, +x, Q 41, 

xi - 2x2 < 8, 

xi +x, > 2, 

-4x, +x,<4, 

Xl, X,&O 

Step 8. Find the candidate for a new boundary 
point, f, by taking a full step (p = 1) along dx. 

For this example, an initial set of primal and dual 
solution vectors is available through 

x0= [2, 1, 34, 26, 32, 8, 1, ll]=, 

y,=[-1, -1, -1, -l,l, -11=, 

zA[2, 3, I, 1, 1, 1, 1,11=, 

zo” = [3, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, l]=, 

where 

2=x(k) +a dx. 

In subsequent iterations, if the new value vector 
at this point 0 = C.? is preferred to that identified 
for any previous boundary point, replace the old 
(stored) boundary point with the new point. 

Step 9. If at Step 5, all the components of the 
vector Au are negative, no new direction is pre- 
ferred to the current one. In this case terminate 
the iterative process at the boundary point. Oth- 
erwise, increment the iteration counter, k := k + 

1. GoTo Step 2. 

Yb ‘Yo, 

z;=ci+*y 0 i=1,2, 

and where the cost vectors are negated to reflect 
a minimization problem. Assuming next that the 
DM’s utility function is given through 

+)=(x1+4)(x2+1), 

this vector optimization problem has a unique 
solution given through 

x* = [7.0, 6.3, 2.3, 0.0, 6.7, 13.7, 11.3, 25.7]=, 

u* = 80.6. 

Note that the use of Taylor’s series approxima- In order to test our proposed algorithm we use 
tion for the value of the utility function should the utility function to provide the relative prefer- 
restrict the algorithm to use relatively small step ence for the interior step direction vectors. Fol- 
size factors that will not invalidate the approxi- lowing the steps outlined above we generate a 
mation. sequence of steps summarized in Table 1. For 
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Table 1 
Solution results (p = 0.4) 

k 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
I 
8 
9 

10 

Current iterate Current boundary point 

XI x2 

2.0000 1.0000 
1.4337 3.1349 
1.7365 4.9857 
2.0579 6.0682 
2.4388 6.6801 
3.1130 6.9581 
4.4440 6.8574 
5.4883 6.6332 
5.8972 6.6437 
6.2179 6.5999 
6.4144 6.5708 

u 

12.0000 
22.4677 
34.3369 
42.8182 
49.4506 
56.6061 
66.3479 
72.4258 
75.6518 
77.6547 
78.8455 

Xl X? ll 

0.5843 6.3372 33.6357 
2.1908 7.7618 54.2425 
2.5399 7.6920 56.8446 
3.0102 7.5980 60.2733 
4.1243 7.3751 68.0421 
6.4405 6.7063 80.4580 
7.0546 6.2969 80.6647 
7.0546 6.2969 80.6647 
7.0546 6.2969 80.6647 
7.0546 6.2969 80.6647 

brevity we show only the first two components of 
the decision vector and the best boundary point 
identified during the iterative process. In addi- 
tion, we also show the value of the utility function 
at these two points. The sequence of iterates 
shown in Table 1 was generated using a step size 
factor of 40% (p = 0.4). The utility value at the 
current iterate as well as the values at the cur- 
rently best boundary point are shown in Fig 1. 

Note that since a new boundary point becomes 
available at each iteration. we have a candidate 
for updating the current set of anchor points with 
a new point if it is more preferred to any of the 
current anchors. This relative preference of the 
new boundary point relative to the existing an- 
chors is done in this example by directly using the 
utility function. When the utility value is unavail- 

able, the DM is asked to provide for this relative 
preference. 

6. Summary and conclusions 

A new algorithm for linear programming prob- 
lems with multiple objectives has been presented. 
The algorithm is based on modifying the interior 
path-following primal-dual algorithm to MOLP 
problems. The modification is based on finding 
an approximation to the gradient of the implic- 
itly-known utility function. By interacting with the 
DM, locally-relevant preference concerning the 
different interior directions can be obtained and 
used in deriving the approximated gradient. Pro- 
jecting the approximated gradient provides an 
interior direction along which to take a step from 
the current iterate toward the next one. Worthy 
subjects for future work in this area should con- 
sider the choice of interior step size as well as the 
incorporation of information available on bound- 
ary points into the process. 

Appendix. The path-following primal-dual algo- 
rithm 

We provide a brief review of the so-called 
path-following primal-dual algorithm (see, e.g., 
[Sl, [6], [7]) that forms the basis for our proposed 

best boundary poin 

current iterate 

iterations 
-I I * 

0 5 10 
Fig. 1. Utility values at current iterate and at the best boundary point. 
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MOLP algorithm. In developing the algorithm we 
consider a primal problem (P) in standard form 
given through 

(P) 

min cTx (*.I) 
s.t. Ax=b, 

n>, 0, 
where x E R” and b E R”. By adding slack vari- 
ables, its dual problem (D) is defined by 

(D) 

max bTy (A.2) 

s.t. ATy +z=c, (A.2) 

z> 0, 
where y E R” and z E R”. 

The non-negativity constraints on the primal 
vector can be eliminated by adding a barrier term 
to the objectives of the problems in (A.lHA.2). 
This results in 

(P/J 

min cTx - p 5 ln(xi) (A.3) 
i=l 

s.t. Ax=b, /J>O. 

PJ 

max bTy + p t ln( zi) (A4 
i=l 

s.t. ATy+z=c, /.L>O. 

To solve the constrained optimization prob- 
lems, PF and D, shown in (A.3)-(A.4) for a given 
barrier parameter p > 0, we construct the La- 
grangians, which are given through 

L,(x, y, p) =cTx-- 5 ln(xj) +yT(b-Ax), 
i=l 

(A.5) 

L,(x, Y, P) =b=y +p it 144 
i=l 

-xT(ATy +z-c). (A-6) 

Letting e be the vector of all l’s and X and 2 
be n X n diagonal matrices where 

X = diag( xi), Z = diag( zi) , (A.71 

and using the Lagrangian for the dual problem 
(identical results are obtained when using the 
Lagrangian for the primal problem) leads to a set 
of first order necessary conditions for the optimal 
solution given by 

aLd 
-=O=ATy+z-c, 

3X 

a&i 
-=()=b-&, 

aY 

a&i - = 0 = pz-$? -_x* 
a.2 

(A.8) 

(A-9) 

(A.lO) 

After some manipulations, the conditions for both 
the primal and dual problems become 

.XZe=pe, (A.ll) 

Ax=b, (A.12) 

ATy +z=c. (A.13) 

Note that condition (A.12) maintains primal fea- 
sibility and (A.131 maintains dual feasibility. In 
addition, from condition (A.ll) we have 

xizi=p for all 1 Gign. (A.14) 

By fixing p we can solve (A.ll)-(A.13) for x, y 
and z. Since these vectors are dependent on the 
choice of the barrier parameter, p, we get a 
family of solutions. The central trajectory, or the 
central path, is defined as the set of all vectors 
x(p), y&L) and z(p), satisfying (A.13HA.151, 
and the resulting primal-dual algorithm summa- 
rized here belongs, therefore, to the class of 
algorithms known as path-following algorithms. 

Assume now that the m x n matrix A is of full 
row rank m and that starting feasible and interior 
vectors x > 0, y and z > 0 for the problems (P) 
and CD) in (1) and (2) are available. Then, for a 
given p > 0 we have to find step direction vectors 
dx, dy and dz that take us from the current 
feasible solution and move us to a new iterate 
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while satisfying the necessary conditions shown in 
(A.ll)-(A.13). Using Newton’s method we have 

[; ;r ;][ ;I) = i”’ j=]. (A.15) 

Defining an auxiliary vector w(jI) through 

w(F) =jLie--XZe, w(p) ER”, (A.16) 

and fixing the barrier parameter /_L through 

eTXZe 
p=U 

Z:= lxjzi 
-cc 

n n ’ 
(A.17) 

where 0 < u < 1, the equations in (A.15) lead to 
the following relations for the required step di- 
rection vectors: 

dy = -(AZ-‘X4T)-1AZ-1w(ji), (A.18) 

dz= -AT dy, (A.19) 

dx = Z-‘w(jIi) - Z-‘X dz. (A.20) 

With these results for the step direction vectors, 
the new iterates are given as 

x=x,+p(~, dx, (A.21) 

Y =yo + ad dy, (A.22) 

z=z,,+(Y, dz, (A.23) 

where the step sizes cxP and (Y are found from the 
ratio tests given through 

‘iCk) 

(YP 
= min ------Vddx;(k) <O, l<i<n 

&ick). 

(A.24) 

cxd = min 
z,(k) 

------*Vdzi(k) <O, l<i<n 
dzi( k) . 

(A.25) 

and where 0 < p < 1 is a step size factor that keep 
the new iterates interior. 
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